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BORR
Genuine style has nothing to hide

Straight-line contemporary design
This collection is designed to ensure the highest
quality of a ready-built kitchen in accordance with all
ergonomic standards. BORR collection is the integrity
of stylistic solutions oriented to create a harmonious,
stylish and eye-catching interior appearance of a
kitchen room.

Steel kitchen sink with its elegant clean lines is
designed to create a pleasant atmosphere during
working process in a kitchen room. High-level spout of
the faucet ensures supreme comfort of dish washing.
Premium 18/10 nickel-chromium stainless steel is
used during production of steel kitchen sink. Nickel
and chromium add luster to the sink and provide
high-quality protection from corrosion, scratches,
crushes and thermal shock. Mat finish of the sink
surface adds a special charm to the product.
The holder for kitchen utensils reflects the new
standards of operational comfort and convenience.
Incredible stylish and modern garniture is associated
with functionality, innovations and comfort. Ergonomic
design provides space saving and brings some
peculiar aesthetics.

applied material and decoration style. It will take no
time to wash and drain the dishes or food products.

A standard sized kitchen basket completed with the
fixings can be mounted directly into the sink bowl, on
its wing and on a tabletop. It serves as a modern and
functional complement to the sink regardless of
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STEEL KITCHEN SINK
The main bowl ensures high functionality with three options of the faucet hole configuration

SUPPLY

Stainless steel sink in a classic style with its sophisticated appearance haв a superb
design of the main and auxiliary bowls and perfect technical characteristics. This model
creates a remarkable atmosphere and accentuates the selected style of the kitchen
interior design.
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Vendor code

: 13010010

Size

: 940 х 507 х 210 mm

Warranty

: 3 years

Suitable for

: mixer 13010020; basket 13010040

Standard supply package includes: kitchen sink; drain fittings (3½" basket-type valve
and overflow), fixing set (the seal is user-supplied).
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KITCHEN SINK FAUCET
Equipped with ergonomic shower head with ordinary jet – rain shower switch function

This eye-catching faucet is distinguished by the highest quality and German reliability.
The product has a long lever ensuring supreme comfort of use.

Vendor code

: 13010020

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: kitchen sink 13010010

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: kitchen sink faucet; connection kit; fixing set.
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HOLDER FOR KITCHEN UTENSILS
You may extend free space without effortsThe holder for kitchen utensils is an excellent design solution for
effective, convenient and smart dishware storage.

The holder for kitchen utensils is an excellent design solution for effective, convenient
and smart dishware storage.

Vendor code

: 13010050

Warranty

: 3 years

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: holder for kitchen utensils.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner

Fabio Zanetti

Catherine Hofmann

Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.
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